A comparative analysis of the high-statistics mass-energy distributions of the fission fragments formed in the 252Cf(sf) and 249Cf(nth,f) reactions is performed on the basis of the potential energy surface calculations. The available experimental and theoretical results provide evidence for the existence of fission modes due to the clustering of the fissioning nucleus. In 252Cf one of the modes can be treated as a heavy-cluster decay involving the formation of two fragments close to the magic nuclei of Sn. A sharp drop of the proton odd-even effect is observed at an excitation energy above E* m 40 MeV at the scission point, which is presumably associated with the complete clusterization of the fissioning nucleus. © 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
The subject of the present study are the reactions which have been thoroughly investigated from the early days of fission physics until nowadays [1] [2] [3] . Nevertheless, some recent studies provide quite new results for the two extreme stages occurring in nuclear fission process, namely, true cold fission [4] and fission of the hyperdeformed states of the fissioning system [5] .
In the present-day models of low-energy fission cold fission or cold fragmentation (CF) events are treated as extreme ones, taking place at the fringes of the available 0375-9474/97/$17.00 @ 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. PII S0375-9474(97) 00417-X phase space of the fissioning system [6] . In the popular model proposed by Brosa et al. [7] such events are considered to be the tails of the conventional kinetic energy distributions of fission fragments (FF). The models describing the CF [8,9] do not associate cold fission with the general evolution of nuclear shape in the fission process either. However, as can be inferred from Ref. [10] the CF may serve as a probe in analysis of the initial and final (for deformed CF) stages of the descent from the saddle. By comparing the special features of the experimentally measured mass-energy distributions and the potential energy surface (PES) calculations for 252Cf and 25°Cf it is argued in this paper that extreme stages are important for understanding the whole picture of nuclear fission.
Experiment
The investigation of the spontaneous fission of 252Cf has been performed using the 47r-spectrometer of charged fragments, FOBOS, installed in the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna [1 1 ] . In this facility the informative method of measuring primary fragment masses according to two velocities (the 2V-method) is used. Each module of the FOBOS array consists of a position-sensitive double-grid avalanche counter (DGAC) and a Bragg ionization chamber (BIC). The velocity of a fission fragment is determined by a microchannelplate start detector [ 12] and the DGACs which provide stop signals (time-of-flight (TOF) paths of about 50 cm). The FF energies (E) are measured in the BICs. Only two opposite modules were used due to the aperture restricted by the start detector. From the velocity and energy measurements, the mass and momentum values have been deduced for both fragments of each pair. The law of momentum conservation has been verified for each event with an accuracy determined by the spectrometer resolution and the neutron emission from the fragments. Events not satisfying the selection rule were rejected. As a result, the peak-to-valley ratio of the mass distribution increased from 34 to 52. Thus, the combined TOF-TOF and TOF-E analysis yields a factor of 2 higher ratio than the twin-ionization chamber method [ t ] does. A total of 1.5 x 107 FF pairs satisfied the above selection rule.
The spectrum obtained after rejecting the events due to the FF scattering is shown in Fig. 1 . Figs. l a and 1 b demonstrate the total kinetic energy-mass (TKE-M) distributions without and with rejection of false events, respectively. In Fig. 2 the FF mass spectra obtained in Ref. [13] and in the present work for the CF region are compared. The position and the relative intensity of the peaks, i.e. the structure of the mass yields in the spectra are the crucial test for the reliability of the TKE-M distributions obtained. The structure is very sensitive to any experimental uncertainty and calibration shift. The spectra given in Fig. 2 are in good agreement.
The 249Cf(nth,f) reaction was studied [ 14] using the time-of-flight spectrometer of unslowed fission products [ 15] at the research reactor of the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow. The energy measurement was carried out with a gas-ionization cham-
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. oo ber [ 16]. The energy calibration procedure has been described in Ref. [ 17] . It is based on the well-known Schmitt parameterization for the energy-amplitude-mass dependence of the FF. The corresponding coefficients were obtained as a result of fitting the experimental FF mass spectrum for the 235U(nth,f) reaction to the tabulated one [18] . The Californium target, about 20 /zg/cm 2 thick, was produced by electro-depositing 249Cf onto a stainless steel backing. The overall statistics collected in the experiment is 6 × l06 events. The overall mass yield spectrum of fission fragments as well as the mass spectra of FF with fixed kinetic energies are in a good agreement with the previous results [ 19] . 
Experimental results
A comparative analysis of the results on both 252Cf and 25°Cf* fission is given below.
3.1. "Bump" structure in the 250Cf~ mass-energy distribution. Fig. 3 displays the contour maps of the TKE-M distributions of FF for 252Cf and 2S°Cf*. Equiprobability lines are drawn with a 4% step starting from the maximum yield of the light fission fragments. A qualitative difference between the two distributions at high TKE values lies in the presence of an enhanced yield of 25°Cf* FF in the vicinity of the mass split involving a heavy fragment with mass MH ~ 132 amu and TKE 215 MeV. A more detailed information concerning the difference can be extracted from the yield spectra of FF with fixed values of excitation energy, E* = Qr -TKE, where Qr is the reaction energy for a given mass split (Fig. 4) . One can see that there is a shift of the 252Cf FF spectra to the lighter masses. The most significant difference in the yields is observed for AH ,-~ 132 amu, which becomes more important if one takes the following two facts into account. First, for 25°Cf* we have the spectra of postneutron-emission fragment masses. Second, there is a two-units difference between the masses of the fissioning nuclei compared. shift in the FF mass spectra compared to that we have observed. The difference between the two distributions manifests itself also in the enhanced values of both the mean TKE (Fig. 5a ) and, in particular, in the increasing variance of the TKE spectra at a given FF mass, o-2(TKEIM) (Fig. 5b) of the curves seen in Fig. 5 . The sharp growth of the variance is often caused by the multicomponent structure of the distribution (see, e.g. Ref. [22] ). Summarizing one can say that in the TKE-M distribution of FF produced in 25°Cf* fission at high energies there is a component which is especially pronounced in the vicinity of MH ~ 132 amu and suppressed substantially in the analogous FF distribution of 252Cf. The following results of the two different types of experimental data processing have been obtained by extracting the fine and gross structure of the mass-energy distributions.
Fine structure of the FF mass-energy distributions for 252Cf
The low statistical uncertainties of the experimental data for 252Cf and the measurement of primary fragment masses allow us to make the following analysis of the proton odd-even effect for different prescission configurations of the fissioning system. At every given TKE value the FF mass-yield spectrum P(MITKE) consists of the sum of the Gaussian-like isotopic distributions P(MIZ). The proton odd-even effect is approximately regular, with a 5-amu step, structure observed in the FF mass yields at low excitation energies, which is associated with the preference of even charges. To visualize the odd-even effect in the TKE-M plane we smoothed the original TKE-M distribution and then subtracted the resultant distribution from the original one. plot of the fine structure obtained in this way for FF from 252Cf. The vertical ridges of the plot correspond to the chain of the tops of the isotope distributions. Similar structures were also shown in Ref.
[23] for the 235U(nth,f) reaction, In order to relate the ridges to specific FF charges the data of Ref.
[ 13] were used, in which the FF distributions for 252Cf were measured for high TKE values. Two peculiarities of the distributions shown in Fig. 6 are of particular interest. The first is that the ridges corresponding to the even-charge splits are vertical over the entire TKE, and consequently E*, range. It means that the FF neutron-to-proton ratio N/Z for primary fragments is not influenced by deformation of the fissioning system at the scission point. Second, a sharp change in the proton odd-even effect is observed at an excitation energy E* ~ 40 MeV of the fission fragments. At lower TKE values, i.e. at higher E* values, there appear odd-charge ridges in addition to those produced by even charges (the most pronounced odd-charge ridges are marked by arrows).
Gross structure of the FF mass-energy distributions for 252Cf
In order to make the most informative comparison of experimental findings and theoretical predictions the characteristics of the phenomenon studied should be described in the same or close coordinate system. The choice of coordinates suitable for the description of both experimental and theoretical results is a rather difficult task. Usually in calculations dealing with system evolution from the ground state to scission, elongation and mass-asymmetry are used as variables. The excitation energy at the scission point E*, which is roughly proportional to the system elongation seems to be a more appropriate choice than the TKE, because E* includes a priori information about the energy release Qr(ML, MH). One more specific aspect should be taken into account. Bearing in mind the present-day status of the theory, the absolute FF yields are less preferable for analysis than the corresponding relative values. This fact is explained by the complexity of the quantitative description of the population of fission modes, and by the absence of an adequate definition of the scission criterion. Therefore the experimental TKE-M distribution of FF from 2S2Cf is transformed into the conditional distribution P (MIE*) by normalizing to unit (100%) area of every cross section of the P(M, E*) distribution at given E*. Indeed, according to the probability theory [24] 
P( MIE*) = P(M, E*)/P(E*),
where P(E*) = ~MP(M,E*). The contour map of the P(MIE*) distribution is presented in Fig. 7a . The contours are projections onto the coordinate plane of the lines connecting the equal ordinates of the conditional distributions P(MIE*) being the normalized cuts of the P(M,E*) matrix at fixed values of E*. The plot shows vividly the regression-like link between the M and E* variables or the gross structure of this distribution. In other words, it demonstrates the main tendency of the evolution of the P(MIE*) spectra with deformation of the fissioning system. (E* = Q -TKE is essentially the deformation energy).
From Fig. 7a one can draw the following conclusions. The two ways of the descent labeled by letters A and B become discernible at excitation energies above E* ~ 20 MeV. The two paths manifest themselves in the form of rather wide ridges, the first one being nearly vertical with a top at M ~ 106 ainu (Mo) and the second one crossing the plot in the direction of the right upper corner and becoming almost vertical for the heavy fragment mass ~ 134 ainu. At excitation energies above E* ~ 40 MeV the FF formed due to the ruptures of the nucleus on its path B prevail in the yields. These features of the mass-energy distributions of FF from 252Cf can also been seen, although not so vividly, in Fig. 7b which shows the distribution P(E, M) in more conventional logarithmic coordinates.
It should be noted that the two approaches to presenting the data in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are different ways of revealing rather weak but significant structures against the smooth background of the FF yields which vary over a wide range.
Results of the potential energy surface calculations
To analyze the mass-energy distributions of FF for 252Cf and 25°Cf* the PES calculations have been performed. The deformation energy of the nucleus was obtained by the Strutinsky method [25, 26] with the Woods-Saxon potential [27, 28] . The nuclear shape was parameterized in the coordinate system based on Cassini ovals as one of the coordinate-line families [29] . The liquid-drop energy component was calculated in the framework of the conventional liquid drop model with a sharp surface by using the parameters taken from Ref. [30] , and also in the framework of the Krappe-Nix model with a diffused surface [31 ] . proportional to the quadrupole moment, Q = Ro 5 ff[R r2 ( 4z 2 _ r 2) dz [29] , is presented in Fig. 8 along valley bottoms. As the analysis of the valleys marked by numbers 1 and 5 in Fig. 8 is still in progress [32] , and we do not anticipate big influence of these modes on the results considered, these valleys will not be discussed in the present paper. At the initial stage of quadrupole deformation the nuclear shape can be treated as two partly overlapping spherical nuclei (Fig. 8a) with masses ~ 132 ainu. In the region of the second hump the PES can be conceived as two potential valleys associated with mass-symmetric and mass-asymmetric fission modes separated by a ridge. With further elongation of the system the mass-asymmetric configuration is characterized by a lower energy (Fig. 8b) . The second saddle lies on the top of the lowest pass from one valley to another. So the traditional conclusion put forward in the past concerning the loss of the system stability against mass-asymmetric deformation in the region of the second saddle is valid and our calculations confirm this prediction. In this valley the system looks like the spherical magic nucleus of 134Te connected by a thick neck with the slightly deformed s°-S2Ge nucleus. A spherical constituent with a mass of ~ 60 ainu (it is supposed to be 6o • 28N~) fits well into the shape of the Ge nucleus. We shall call as clusters the constituents which are close to the magic nuclei in shape and composition and can be singled out geometrically from the fissioning system. Here we follow the Strutinsky nomenclature [26] and term as a closed-shell nucleus both spherical and deformed nuclei which are characterized by a big gap near the Fermi level in the single-particle spectrum and by enhanced stability in comparison with the neighboring nuclei.
In the following discussion the states of the fissioning system close in shape to those presented in panels near relevant PES valleys are called modes. As in Fig. 8 , these modes will be designated by letters (a)-(d), respectively. With the elongation of the fissioning system the light cluster first takes the shape of the magic nuclei 6°Ni (sphere), and then S°Ge (/3 ~ 0.1), 96Sr (/3 ~ 0.35) and 106Mo (/3 ~ 0.55), where /3 is the quadrupole deformation parameter. The last phase shown in Fig. 8c corresponds to the light nascent fragment elongation which is equal to the main axis of the deformed magic nucleus Cd (/3 ~ 0.85).
Thus the light cluster changes its nucleon composition and quadrupole deformation according to the sequence of the shell correction minima A B C for neutrons and B' C 1 K' for protons of the shell correction maps in the notation given in Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. [33] .
In the system configuration shown in Fig. 8c the rupture of the neck in its minimum radius region produces a fragment pair with a mass ratio of 134/1 18. The nucleon composition of the spherical cluster making the main contribution to the heavy FF mass is the same as that of the 12aSh nucleus. In this case, the system shape can be treated as the two touching nuclei, Sn and Cd, with their contact area being covered by the neutron "skin", or as two partly overlapping nuclei, Cd and slightly deformed 134Te. For a further consideration it is important for the light fragment to be a magic or even double magic nucleus [34] . There is another valley (marked by 4 in Fig. 8 ) at energies close to the ones in the previous valley. As can be seen, the nuclear shape corresponding to this valley is also dumbbell-like, but the squeeze point in the neck lies on the side of the light cluster (Mo) rather than of the heavy one (Sn) (Fig. 8d) . Similar results have been obtained for 25°Cf.
The formation of di-cluster configurations of the fissioning system appears to be a crucial factor leading to the multivalley structure of the PES and to the fission modes which the valleys give rise to.
The results obtained are in conceptual agreement but provide a substantially better understanding of the multimodal nature of fission in comparison with the data of Ref. [35] , in which the cluster correlations were analyzed in the fission of actinides.
Discussion
The bump of the FF mass-energy spectra, described in Section 3.1 is associated with cold fragmentation, i.e. the fission events occurring at TKE values close to Qr. CF products are expected to be produced in states close to their ground states. Up to now the problem of correlation between the characteristics of CF products and the shape of the fissioning system remains open. However, just this problem is to be analyzed, at least qualitatively, in order to interpret the data under discussion.
The light fragments that are complementary to heavy ones with masses MH ~ 1 32 amu (the "bump" region in Figs. 3-5 ) are almost spherical in their ground state. The "coldest" fission involving FF pairs of this shape are likely to occur along valley 2 (see Fig. 8a ). It should be noted that there is a sharp boundary for fissioning nucleus elongation within the mode (a) associated with this valley. In fact, if the system consists of two touching 1~02Sn nuclei, it should be ~604Fm in composition. However, if the constituents close to Sn nuclei in their composition and shape form a di-nuclear system with "common" nucleons such configuration becomes also possible for 252Cf in a certain range of the system elongations. Similar situations have been formerly analyzed in Ref. [36] . In the spontaneous, i.e. subbarrier, fission the system rather strictly follows the trajectory that corresponds to the minimum possible barrier height under which the tunnelling takes place. That means that in 252Cf the wave packet that describes the system motion is almost entirely concentrated in valley 2 in the region of crossing of the traces of valleys 2 and 3 but in valley 3 after the crossing point. Following the consideration given in Ref. [ 10] , during the motion of the wave packet along valley 2 there certainly exists a small but finite flow of the nuclear wave function into the separated fragment valley, associated with valley 2. Taking into account the system shape in valley 2 (see Fig. 8a ) it is reasonable to suppose that the fragments produced as a result of tunnelling from valley 2 to the separated fragments valley have mass numbers lying in the vicinity of 132 amu.
The results of Ref. [4] in which the true CF in 252Cf leading to the production of the pair ~32Sn/12°Gd of the FF has been observed seem to support the scenario described. An important feature of the latter is the assumption that the system passes from the ground state to the separated fragments valley only by the tunnel transitions. In this case the formation of the fragments is analogous to the oL-decay mechanism or heavy ion emission [37] .
For fission at energies above the second barrier, in the region of competition between modes (a) and (b) (Fig. 8) , the fission probability is proportional to the level density above the corresponding barrier. As a result, the influence of the barrier height on the population of the modes is considerably weaker as compared with the subbarrier fission considered above.
Thus, the observed "bump" in the TKE-M distribution of FF for 25°Cf* is supposed to arise due to the difference in both the population of mode 2 and in the tunnelling probability in the separated fragments valley from the bottom of valley 2 and from the excited states in this valley in the reactions of the spontaneous (252Cf) and induced (25°Cf*) fission. Now we turn to the interpretation of the results described in Section 3.3. The discussion of the results given in Section 3.2 will be presented at the end of this section. As earlier, we will employ the concept developed on the basis of the results given in Ref. [10] . It is assumed that for each fission valley there exists an associated valley of separated fragments. The valleys are separated by the ridge of the PES. All through the descent path along the fission valley the fissioning system is supposed to tunnel with a small but finite probability into the associated valley. In this case the geometrical shape of the nascent fragments is supposed to be only slightly different from those of the corresponding parts of the continuous prescission shape of the system in the fission valley. The proposed succession of the shapes of the fissioning system and the fragments provide the possibility of comparing qualitatively the calculated nuclear shapes along the fission valleys with experimental FF mass-energy distributions processed properly. In the context of the above concept one can see good agreement between the theoretical scenario of 252Cf fission (Fig. 8) and the experimental one which follows from the experimental P(M]E*) distribution shown as a contour map in Fig. 7a . In this figure the bifurcation point of the yield ridges corresponds to the phase of the system evolution in which the 1°6Mo cluster has just been formed but the neck is still very thick and short. In the next phase of elongation the necking-in starts to occur either near the light cluster, Mo (the ridge A in Fig. 7a ) or near the heavy cluster, Sn (the ridge B). In Fig. 8 the yield ridges A and B correspond to the modes (d) and (c), respectively.
One can say that the two ridges are the result of the above-mentioned ruptures "scanning" the descent of the fissioning system along valleys 4 and 3 shown in Fig. 8 . The yield of the FF in the ridge B decreases with increasing E* not so fast as in the ridge A (Fig. 7b) . It can be understood qualitatively for the following two reasons. First of all, mode (d) is presumably less populated than mode (c) because of the energetic preference of the latter (Fig. 8) . Second, in mode (d) the neck shape is close to that of a cylinder, the thinnest part being located near the light cluster l°6Mo (Fig. 8d) . As a result, the neck rupture is taking place predominantly by producing the light cluster with M ~ 106 amu (see Fig. 7b ). At the same time, heavier fragments are also |brmed with comparable probability, i.e. the neck rupture occurs randomly along the entire neck length, resulting in a larger mass variance of mode (d). This type of instability is close to that discussed in Refs. [7, 39] .
If, in accordance with theoretical prediction, the heavy fragment formed in mode (c) is really a magic nucleus, i.e. a spherical cluster, in the terminology accepted, it has to remain non-excited and all the system excitation energy should be carried off by the light fragment. The saw-tooth curve of the mean (over all FF energies) neutron multiplicity as a function of the initial mass, u(M), supports this prediction, as the value of •(M) is close to zero within the error bars for the FF with masses lying around 132 ainu [2] . However, the possibility of the occurrence of events with large values of ~, though with low probability at high excitation energies of the whole system at the scission point cannot be excluded a priori. In terms of the cluster model discussed such events, if proven to exist, may be classified as the decay of the heavy cluster at large elongation Unfortunately, because of relatively thick entrance windows the energy resolution of the FOBOS spectrometer is not high enough to obtain data for 252Cf analogous to those presented for 25°Cf in Fig. 9 . The logic of the comparison of Figs. 7a and 9 is as follows. It is known that the ~, value for a given FF can be determined experimentally as a difference between the preneutron-emission and postneutron-emission masses of FF event-by-event. In the general case where the primary and postneutron emission mass-energy distributions are available for the two neighboring isotopes (252Cf and 25°Cf, respectively) the u value cannot be inferred for a given mass. At the same time one can put the less specific question as to how the group of the primary FF being singled out due to their increased yields (the ridge in Fig. 7a ) will change its position on the mass axis as a result of neutron emission. We are especially interested in the heavy fragments of this group for the reasons discussed below. The position of the ridge in the postneutron emission mass-energy distribution for heavy FF of 25°Cf* (Fig. 9) gives the following answer to the question. That ridge is located almost at the same mass as the ridge seen in Fig. 7a . It means that heavy fragments with masses around 132 amu do not emit neutrons at a very high total excitation energy of the fissioning system. The fact demonstrates the stability of the spherical cluster against system deformation.
Thus we have used the increased, "peakforming" yields of the group of primary FF as a reference mark in the postneutron-emission distribution in order to estimate the u value tk~r this group.
The choice of the heavy FF for u estimation is explained by two reasons. The first one is that we have to compare Cf isotopes which differ in mass and it is just the position of the heavy mass peak that remains unchanged as the mass of the fissioning nucleus changes. The second reason is associated with the validity of using E* as a variable for presentation of the postneutron-emission data for 25°Cf. In this case measurements were carried out with one-arm spectrometer and the TKE values can be calculated only by assuming the law of momentum conservation to be valid. It is believed that such an approximation is accurate enough for the analysis of large-scale structures. For transforming the TKE-M distribution to the E*-M one every vertical column of the initial distribution for M = const is to be shifted in accordance with the expression E* = Qr( ZL/ZH, ML/MH) --TKE, where ZL/ZH and ML/MH are the charge and mass ratios for a given FF pair. Such procedure is evidently ruled out if the N/Z-ratio changes with TKE for a fixed M value. As shown above (Fig. 6) , this ratio remains constant over the entire TKE range and therefore E* can be used as a variable in the analysis of primary FF mass spectra. However, the vertical ridges seen in Fig. 6 are distorted by neutron emission and the transformation procedure mentioned cannot be used in the case of postneutron emission mass spectra. There can be the only exclusion if no neutrons are emitted. It is just the case the theory predicts for the FF lying around 132Sn (the heavy peak).
To summarize one can say that in Fig. 9 the position of the yield ridge at high excitation energies demonstrates the inevitable consequence of the predicted shape of the fissioning nucleus in the fission mode, which manifests itself in the tbrm of the ridge at the same excitation energies (Fig. 7a) .
The data presented in Fig. 6 of Section 3.2 can be treated as being directly related to clustering. At E* > 40 MeV, where mode (c) prevails (Figs. 7a and 8) , the fissioning system is likely to undergo complete clustering. As noted in Section 4, the system is composed of two touching magic nuclei, the deformed Cd and spherical Sn (Te) ones. No correlations of superconducting type are known to exist in magic nuclei [40] . This fact detected due to the salient features of the fine structure of the TKE-M distribution can just lead to a sharp decrease in the proton odd-even effect (Fig. 6) .
The result obtained in Ref. [4] can be viewed as additional evidence supporting the hypothesis put forward. The reference quoted reports the detection of a distinct region in the TKE-M distribution of the 252Cf FF which lies around the mass ratio 120/132 at TKE values close to Qr. There is no odd-even staggering of the FF yields in the region in question. As was noted above, the mode (a) based on two partly overlapping magic Sn nuclei (Fig. 8) can be the source of such events. Thus the absence of the odd-even staggering can possibly be caused by the same factors (see Section 3.3), namely by the complete clustering of the fissioning system of an extremely compact shape in mode (a).
Summary
The present paper contains new high-precision data on the mass-energy distribution of fission fragments formed in 252Cf fission and the results of potential energy surface calculations for 252Cf and 25°Cf. The PES calculations indicate the presence of several potential energy valleys. In each valley the shape of fissioning system is determined by two geometrically invariable constituents which are close to the magic spherical or deformed nuclei in composition and shape and are called clusters by us.
The present investigation provides reliable evidence for the all-cluster mechanism of forming the fission mode, which was first proposed in Refs. [41, 42] In the context of the PES calculations the comparison of the TKE-M distributions of fragments formed in 252Cf and 25°Cf* fission for TKE values close to those of Qr indicates the presence of the cluster decay leading to the formation of two fragments with masses close to that of the magic nucleus of Sn.
It has been established that there exist two distinct fission modes produced by the Sn and Mo clusters. At large elongations of the fissioning system the two modes are characterized by the different location of the region where rupture is most likely to take place, i.e. near the heavy and light cluster, respectively. In the experimental data obtained the modes manifest themselves as two ridges in the P(MIE*) distribution.
The slight excitation of the heavy cluster, expected to occur when the fissioning system elongates over a wide range, is confirmed by the structure of the P(MIE*) distribution of the heavy fragments with masses around 132 ainu produced in 25°Cf* fission.
The abrupt drop (or even disappearance) of the proton odd-even effect observed in one of the fission modes can be treated as evidence for the complete clusterization of the fissioning system in one of the fission modes (c).
The comparison of experimental findings and theoretical predictions for the nuclear shape at the two extreme points of the descent path proves to be a stringent test for the valley structure obtained in the PES calculations.
